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1 Introduction

In nature we can find many examples of fractal like structures. Coastlines, ferns, broccoli or clams just to name
a few examples. As opposed to mathematical fractals these shapes can only be called pre-fractals because they
have a finite fractal shape - they are only fractal up to certain level.
When modeling diffusion processes in the cell it is important to know if the diffusion is isotropic and if yes
what the diffusion constant D is. Diffusion in (or on) fractal shapes doesn’t behave the same as diffusion in a
non-fractal shape.

The goal of this project is to determine if the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) has a pre-fractal structure and, if
this is the case, what the impact on diffusion processes in the ER is.
I tried to determine the Hausdorff dimension of the ER. The Hausdorff dimension tells us how the space filling
of the shape is. For mathematical fractal shapes (e.g. Sierpinski gasket) this dimension can be computed
analytically. However for pre-fractal shapes this number must be approximated numerically.

2 Computing the Capacity Dimension

2.1 Renyi dimensions

To compute the Hausdorff dimension for a shape one can use the box counting algorithm. I needed however
something slightly more powerful than just the Hausdorff dimension, to be able to check the validity of the
results. I computed the Renyi dimensions Dq, q = −1, 0, 1, 2. The Renyi dimensions D−1, D0, D1 and D2 fulfill
the following relation

D−1 > D0 > D1 > D2 (1)

D0 is equivalent to the Capacity dimension, which is an upper bound to the Hausdorff dimension. The Renyi
dimension Dq is defined as

Dq = − lim
δ→∞

Iq
log δ

(2)

Where Iq is the qth Renyi entropy.

Assume a disjoint partitioning of the embedding Euclidean space Rn, n = 2, 3, into M(δ) Cartesian grid cells{
Cδi
}M(δ)

i=1
, each of volume δ. Let pi be the probability for the geometry under consideration to fill cell Ci. The

Renyi entropies are given by:

Iq =


1

1− q
log

M(δ)∑
i=1

pqi , q 6= 1

−
M(δ)∑
i=1

pi log pi , q = 1

(3)
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2.2 Creating a fractal in 3D space

In order to be able to verify the validity and behavior (speed, precision, etc.) of the Renyi dimension compu-
tation I needed to have a model of a fractal with known fractal dimension.
I created for that a small program that generates Sierpinski tetrahedrons. A parameter sets the complexity
depth that should be used. The output of this program is a 3D vertex and surface description of this shape in
Open Inventor (iv) format. I chose this format because the given ER shape triangulations are also in iv format.
The Sierpinski tetrahedron has a Hausdorff dimension of 2.0. This value can be derived as follows:

We start with a tetrahedron of side length 1. If we increase the resolution by a factor of 2. We get 4 tetrahedrons.
That means 2d = 4 or ln 4/ ln 2 = d = 2, which is the fractal dimension of the Sierpinski tetrahedron.

Figure 1: Magnifying by a factor of two respective to the side length of the tetrahedron (left) we get 4 tetrahe-
drons (center). (right) A Sierpinski tetrahedron at complexity depth 6

2.3 Computing the Renyi entropies and Renyi dimensions

2.3.1 Overview

The next step was to create a program that computes the Renyi entropies of a given triangulation in 3D and
estimate the Renyi dimensions Dq for q = −1, 0, 1, 2.

The renyi program reads a file in iv format and 3 additional parameters.

• NRP: Maximum number of random points per triangle

• RUNS: Number of runs over which the averaging should be performed

• FACTOR: The coarsening factor for grid cells.

Two additional parameters can be given, these parameters are a filename for data output and a filename for
gnuplot script output.

The program can be compiled with OPENMP support (by passing the -DOPENMP flag). The multi threading
support is especially useful on shared memory systems where the loops can be heavily parallelized (depending
on the number of CPU cores)

2.3.2 The code

The code is structured in the following way:
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• renyi.c: This is the main file. It contains the entry point to the program where all the structures are
initialized and where the rest of the code is called.
It also contains the main Renyi entropy computation routine and the least squares fitting routine needed
to compute the Renyi dimensions.

• utils.c: This file contains helper routines needed throughout the program and the parser routine that
reads in the iv file.

• utils.h: This file contains some handy preprocessor code that can be used elsewhere to write vector
operations in a short form and the signatures of the utility functions.

• data.h: All data definitions for the important data structures are located here. The point and triangle
arrays, the grid, the result array and some more types and variables needed to perform the computation.

The code also contains a few Makefiles for different popular compilers and systems (Linux, Mac, IBM P5 &
GCC, IntelCC, SunCC).

Initialization. Before the actual Renyi entropy computation is performed the program has to read in the
data and initialize all needed structures. Following initialization tasks are performed in order:

1. Program parameters are evaluated and set

2. The iv file is parsed and the point and triangle arrays filled

3. The total surface is computed

4. A bounding box is determined and set up

5. The minimum cell size is determined and set up. This task relies on some heuristics and some ”hacking”
was needed to teach the program proper memory usage (we don’t want to use up all memory but still
make as much use of it as possible).

6. Random points according to the NRP parameter are distributed over the triangulated surface - each
triangle gets at most 100 uniformly distributed points.

Renyi entropy computation. When this is all done Renyi entropy computation can begin.

while cellsize < 2 times boundingbox do1

for number of runs do2

foreach random point on surface do3

find corresponding grid cell4

gridcell.NumberOfPoints++5

end6

end7

gridcell.NumberOfPoints /= number of runs8

compute renyi entropies Iq for q = −1, 0, 1, 29

cellsize = cellsize * factor10

end11

The reason why the cells are coarsened until the last cell is twice as big as the bounding box of the ER is that
we need to be sure that the last cell is by coincidence not smaller than the bounding box and thus smaller than
the geometry. This can happen because we start at a cell size that is independent of the bounding box size and
the coarsening factor is also independent of the bounding box size.

Computing the Renyi entropies is done in the renyi(int q) routine. It is the direct implementation of the
above formula. To compute the Renyi dimensions one must do a linear least squares fit to the Renyi entropy
data while considering the logarithm of the cell sizes. The slope times −1 is the Renyi dimension. The lsq
routine implements this fit.
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The linear least square fitting is implemented in an adaptive manner. The main problem is that one cannot
take the Renyi entropies at the very big cell sizes, The entropy curves start to flatten which will result in wrong
Renyi dimension values.
The program first computes Dq with all points included and starts removing successively points until the old
fit and the new fit differ by less than a given tolerance value.

Input: q
cutoff = 01

repeat2

Do fit with (NumberOfEntropies - cutoff)3

/* NumberOfEntropies is the number of computed */
/* entropies for the different cellsizes */
cutoff++4

until ((oldslope - newslope) < tolerance) OR (slope ≤ slope of q − 1) OR (cutoff too big) ;5

I check in the repeat-loop for (slope ≤ slope of q − 1) because the fitter first starts to fit very flat ”slopes”
and gradually moves to steeper ones, so the fitter should either stop fitting when the difference between fittings
becomes smaller than the tolerance or it stops when the slope becomes steeper than the one for q − 1, this is
done to not remove too many points.
To be able to play around more with different tolerance values I created an independent program that reads in
a data file containing the Renyi entropies and runs the fitting procedure for a user defined tolerance value (see
renyi fitter).

2.3.3 Different Approaches

The main problem that I encountered while writing the code for the Renyi computation was precision and
memory constraints (leave aside the very technical problems with memory management constraints imposed by
Mac OS X1). I tried different approaches to get a higher precision for the Renyi dimensions. One of the main
limiting factors is the complexity depth that can be handled by the program. The maximum possible precision
is limited by the triangulation. Having cell sizes smaller than half the smallest triangle side length does not
make sense because we would be fitting more than one grid cell in one triangle and the geometric complexity
of the triangle surface is trivial. It was however not possible to go down to the minimum possible cell size for
the ER geometries because this would use far too much memory. A possible solution could be to use MPI and
run the application on a cluster, however even with a cluster it would be not possible to go up to maximum
precision for some ERs (e.g. m25).
One version of the code preallocated all needed grids for all length scales and then performed the Renyi entropy
computation. The final version was modified to create grids on the fly and only keep one grid. Whenever the
computations are done for one cell size, the Iq values are computed and the grid deallocated. This version of
the code is massively faster.
I also worked on two different versions of counting points in grid cells. The more simple version is to only count
points per grid cell (which means that I maintain a 3D integer matrix). The other possibility is to sum up not
points but surface fractions. I do that by storing a surface per point value for each triangle dependent on the
surface and the number of points. Then I sum up the surfaces instead of just points. The p from equation
(3) would be then grid[i][j][k].surface / total surface. This version of the code is not slower than the
version using integer, so I decided to keep that, although I do not think that precision will be better.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Computing Renyi dimensions on the Sierpinski Tetrahedron

I chose the Sierpinski tetrahedron because it has a fairly simple 3D fractal structure and because the Hausdorff
dimension is exactly 2.0, which makes the analysis easier. In the following I will talk about the complexity level
or depth of the Sierpinski tetrahedron. A Sierpinski tetrahedron with complexity level 9 has 48 tetrahedrons -
that is 49 triangles.

1Use intel compiler version ≥ 10.0 and the -m64 compiler flag to be able to run programs with high memory consumption on
Mac Pros
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Running the program on a Sierpinski tetrahedron of complexity depth 9 gives us already pretty precise values
for the Renyi dimensions. For this run I set NRP to 100 and computed 10 runs. The magnification factor was
set to a reasonable value to get enough data points (1.6).The D0 which is an upper bound to the Hausdorff
dimension is precise up to 2 significant digits (Figure 2). The precision is limited by a few factors. One of the

Figure 2: Renyi entropy computation and Renyi dimension fitting for Sierpinski tetrahedron with complexity
depth 9

most important factors is the precision of the triangulation itself. The more triangles we use, the higher the
precision of the Renyi dimensions is (Figure 3). Other factors that I could determine are the number of runs
and also the number of points (Figure 4). All these parameters have very nice convergence behavior.
One big problem that can be observed throughout all tests, whether it is on the Sierpinski tetrahedron or on
the ERs, is the precision of D−1. First of all the Renyi entropies for q = −1 are always very badly fitted to
this linearity, as opposed to the other entropy values (q = 0, 1, 2). This results naturally also in bad fits of the
Renyi dimension. I could not determine the precise reason why for q = −1 the results are so much worse than
the other 3 dimensions. One reason could be that this is simply a numerical precision error.
I made also a few other tests to see how the fitting behaves, all leading to the conclusion that the main limiting
factor is the precision of the triangulation. Of course it is important to not neglect runs and the number of
points per triangle, but these values can only lead to useful results, if the triangulation we start with is of good
quality and high precision.
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Figure 3: When increasing complexity (or resolution) we increase precision of Renyi dimension values

Figure 4: Increasing the number of runs (left), resp. maximum number of points per triangle (right), also
increases the values for Dq, there is however a clear convergence towards the true values as precise as they can
be given the complexity depth of the Sierpinski tetrahedron (All runs were done on complexity depth 9). The
big jump in the right plot for D−1 is due to the adaptive fitting, at that point the algorithm decided to increase
the cutoff.
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2.4.2 Renyi dimensions of the Endoplasmic Reticula

After some more fine tuning and testing on the Sierpinski tetrahedron I felt confident enough to run the
computation for the real data. I used similar parameters as for the Sierpinski tetrahedron because they seemed
to give a good compromise between precision and computational effort. The program is not very fast (takes
between half an hour and 2 hours on a system with 2 Dual Core 3GHz Intel processors) but managed to finish
all computations in a reasonable time. I created a few scripts to run all computations automatically. As an
example see (Figure 5). To see the complete set of ERs, see the Appendix.

Figure 5: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for ERP57

From the plot (Figure 5) we can see several things. First of all we see that the plot is consistent with the
Sierpinski tetrahedron plot with respect to the bad precision of D−1. The second thing we observe is that
there seem to exist 2 Hausdorff dimensions, one for bigger length scales and one for smaller length scales, this
is consistent throughout most ERs, for some ERs this effect is weaker, for others it is stronger. The reason
for this effect is the triangulation. If we look at a histogram of the sizes of the triangles which make up the
triangulation of an ER we see that for some ERs there are clusterings in sizes with big peaks (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Histogram for ERP573 2 triangulation (triangle sizes)

The third and most important observation is that the Renyi dimensions are consistent (i.e. (1) is fulfilled).
Because of the bad precision of D−1 this is not completely true for all ERs, All but two ERs have consistent
dimension values (if we forget about D−1). For one ER (EXP1 REC1) the values are not consistent, the fittings
can however be tuned a bit by increasing the cutoff which can correct this problem.
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Endoplasmic Reticulum D−1 D0 D1 D2

order of magnitude

395 15 2.068518 2.079224 2.047591 2.025492
2.45 1.63 1.63 1.63

40 11 2.132994 2.104874 2.101070 2.099419
2.65 2.86 2.86 2.86

40 1 2.049639 2.077905 2.044336 2.021374
3.06 1.63 1.63 1.63

40 5 2.102505 2.037174 2.011762 1.998677
2.86 1.63 1.63 1.63

8s 1.778603 2.203201 1.993692 1.957256
2.86 1.63 3.27 3.27

bip2 2.027332 2.028903 1.968915 1.890028
3.06 1.63 1.63 1.63

clx 1.760033 2.036686 1.963483 1.868350
1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63

erp572 1.616044 2.045492 1.991248 1.917372
1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63

erp573 1 2.137109 2.081986 2.058977 2.029899
2.65 2.86 2.86 2.86

erp573 2 1.912174 2.027233 1.961268 1.867078
2.65 1.63 1.63 1.63

erp573 3 1.947410 2.026294 1.966695 1.885341
3.06 1.63 1.63 1.63

erp574 1 2.012250 2.109845 2.067466 2.014873
3.06 1.63 1.63 1.63

erp574 2 1.921185 2.099407 2.048871 1.983662
2.45 1.63 1.63 1.63

erp57 2.131465 2.108408 2.091888 2.049878
3.06 2.65 2.65 2.86

exp1 rec1* 2.089942 2.381117 2.144612 2.003351
1.02 1.02 1.02 2.86

exp2 rec1 1.888822 2.236259 2.000766 1.944724
3.27 1.63 3.06 3.27

exp3 rev1 1.861916 2.217231 2.001418 1.985604
3.47 1.63 3.06 3.06

exp3 rev2 1.808345 2.375443 2.067205 2.037187
3.47 1.63 3.27 3.27

exp4 rec1 1.786667 2.215108 2.002399 1.953491
3.06 1.63 2.86 3.06

exp4 rec2 1.861922 2.235481 2.171015 1.983456
3.67 1.63 1.63 2.86

m25 1.822183 2.206960 2.073204 2.020663
3.67 1.63 2.65 3.06

stack1 1.845421 2.216083 1.946231 1.928010
3.67 1.63 3.47 3.47

stack9 1.853589 2.220303 1.976442 1.964154
2.24 1.63 3.26 3.26

(* Fitting could be improved with more fine tuning)

3 Conclusion and Outlook

The Endoplasmic Reticulum seems to be indeed a prefractal shape. The data is consistent apart from the D−1

precision problems and the convergence behavior also sounds matches nicely our expectations. The developed
code is general enough to be used on arbitrary shapes, given enough memory. The results should however
be further verified. A way to do that would be by running diffusion simulations and computing the spectral
dimension from the diffusion rate.
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A Results from the Renyi Computation

Figure 7: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for 385 15
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Figure 8: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for 40 1, 40 5, 40 11

Figure 9: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for 8S
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Figure 10: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for BIP2

Figure 11: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for CLX
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Figure 12: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for ERP57, ERP572, ERP573 1, ERP573 2, ERP573 3,
ERP574 1, ERP574 2
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Figure 13: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for EXP1 REC1, EXP2 REC1, EXP3 REV1,
EXP3 REV2, EXP4 REC1, EXP4 REC2
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Figure 14: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for M25

Figure 15: Renyi entropies and fitted Renyi dimensions for STACK1, STACK9
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